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1. INTRODUCTION 
Beotel net is one of the biggest internet service providers in Serbia. It started to work on 23th february in 
1996. 
Beotel net is the internet house who first brought internet link in our country. They did that becauce they 
take care about their customers and want to adapt to customer wishes. 
They maintain the possibility to be connected to the internet 24 h on day through wirelless network, ADSL 
and dial up internet. 
Tehnical support answers to all customer requests seven days a week 24 h a day. In purpose to 
consolidate their position on thet market they have quilt their buisiness relationships they have joined with 
``NS point.net`` , BISInter.net. 
In Zrenjanin Beotel.net started to work in 1998 like the first internet provider in Zrenjanin. 
Since then it covers the territory of Zrenjanin and many villages like Ecka, Zitiste, Begejci, Lazarevo, Jasa 
Tomic, etc... 
2. SERVICE 
They can also ask the servicers some questions if they don`t know how to handle some problem. 
If something doesnt work properly they can rue on the forum. This way of communication between 
salesman and customer is very good becauce the servicers can know what to fix if some problem 
appears. 
3. REASERCHE AND DEVELOPMENT 
In ``Beotel.net`` in the beginning it was re-selling of internet hours (dial-up internet). After that the market 
quilted. 
Beotel.net plans for their customers the fastest internet in the country. In that purpose they started to quilt. 
After fast an succesiful selling internet hour ``Beotel.net`` quilt on wirelless internet, which is faster then 
dial-up internet. 
Difference between wirelles and dial-up internet is that wirelless is more accomodating for customers and 
it has many speeds 
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